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Development of a laryngeal surface electromyographic system for an efficient neurally-controlled 
communication interface

Emily M. Mugler
Department of Bioengineering, University of Illinois at Chicago, Illinois

controlled 

We hypothesize that utilizing non-invasive surface electromyographic recordings (sEMG) of the fine
motor movement of articulation could contribute to a robust communication system for multi-
purposed applications for use in transportation communications. Speech communication in high
ambient noise environments, such as in a cockpit, has poor intelligibility. Contrastingly, this
approach directly accesses areas corresponding to phonetically-driven language output,
potentially resulting in a more efficient and natural synthesis of speech in the presence of an intact
musculature in the throat. Additionally, preliminary studies by research groups demonstrate that even
mimed or “sub-vocal” movement can be capable of sEMG speech transcription, allowing for
voiceless communication even in public environments.
By bootstrapping microphone-recorded speech with the filtered sEMG signal (bandpass: 0.3 - 300
Hz) of dictated phonemes and sentences by healthy General American English-accented native
speakers and applying a counter-propagation neural network to sEMG recordings, we have derived
the beginnings of an encyclopedia of user-independent laryngeal movement corresponding to the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Preliminary results in testing of the system depict robust
(>90%) accuracy in categorizing speaker-independent sEMG phonetic results. Current work
comprises real-time categorization and phonetic transcription of sEMG output using naive subjects.

Abstract

1. Recording placement and the  graphical user interface with anatomical overlay by Netter images. 2. Figure adapted from the 
International Phonetic Alphabet, with test words highlighted. 3.The speed of various modalities of communication

Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3

-On par with other sEMG efforts with a single, gross electrode recording compared with multiple 
EMG sensors for higher resolution
-Phoneme-based approach may prove to be more efficient for silent communication interfaces
-Further testing with wider subject pool and various pattern matching algorithms still needed
-Expansion from vowel subset to broader array of phonemes in the General American accent of 
English (40 total phonemes)
-Similar vocal tract length results in similar vocal utterances and recorded muscular output
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EMG recording was conducted using a single differential parallel bar electrode in coordination with
the DelSys® Bagnoli transducer system. The signal was then connected via BNC connectors to a
Stanford Research Systems SR-560 Pre-Amplifier and filtered (BW: 3 – 300 Hz, gain: 1000) before
being sampled at 5000 Hz by a Dell Dimension 3000 desktop computer via a National Instruments
CB-68LP acquisition card. Simulink software was used for data collection in conjunction with
Matlab graphical user interface.

2. Formant analysis & characterization of vocal data

1. Real-time sEMG 
Signal Amplification
and Digital Filtering

4. Bootstrap simultaneous sEMG data

5. Application of Neural Network

6. Feedback of sEMG categorization

3. Training of Neural Network
A 7-Kohonen-neuron, 7-Grossberg-neuron counter-propagation neural
network (referring to the numbers of neurons in each layer) was used for the
first task. During training, 80% of the data for each subject were applied to
the network for training.
The counter propagation network first categorizes the vocal data according to
uttered phonemes and then categorizes the corresponding bootstrapped sEMG
data and feeds that output back to the user.

4. Graphical user interface for simultaneous 
microphone and sEMG recordings as well 
as digital filtering options.

5. Fourier transforms for each subject, (respective colors) visually averaged for the top 50 decibels 
of recorded sound for each trial (time in seconds vs. frequency in Hertz). A visual average of all 
subjects results to demonstrate consistency in phoneme utterance.

Cross Correlation Coefficients
Subject 1, Subject 2 = 0.991
Subject 2, Subject 3 = 0.9987
Subject 1, Subject 3 = 0.9938
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Cross-Subject Consistency in Utterances 
Enables Phoneme-Triggered Bootstrapping

Subject pool consisted of 3
American females (age: 19-
24 years).

Fig. 5

Counter-Propagation Neural Network approach reveals 93.3% 
identification success.

Resulting phonemes visually presented to user in Matlab output from the NN.

Testing was conducted for all of the vectors used during training. The neural network
was trained with 4 out of 5 samples per subject and tested on the remaining sample for
vowel categorization; this resulted in 15 total tests. A vowel was categorized
successfully if the output of the neural network was equivalent to the exact intended
output vector. 14 out of 15 tests resulted in successful categorization.
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6. Above, the amplitude of the simultaneous filtered LEMG output (black) and vocal microphone output (blue) 
with thresholded data represented for Subject 3.  Below, the simultaneous spectrogram of the top 50 dB of the 
vocal output.  Formant frequencies and the differences between the vowel output can be visually detected.
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